


MILLWOOD RANGE

SETTING 1 (seats 6) A-Frame 
Picnic Table 
(MILL1800AF)

Following are some of the most popular settings available. You can mix and match just about any
combination of table and chair or bench to create a unique setting to suit your needs.

SETTING 2 (seats 6)  1800x1000 Table with 6 Chairs
(MILL1800CH6)

SETTING 3 (seats 8)  2200x1000mm Table with 8 Arm
Chairs (MILL105CH8)

SETTING 4 (seats 10)  2200X1000mm Table with 6
Benches (MILL105MB6)

SETTING 5 (seats 10)  2200x1400mm Table with 10 Arm
Chairs (MILL107CH10)

SETTING 6 (seats 4)  1200x1200mm Table with 4 chairs
(MILL1212CH4)

SETTING 7 (seats 4-6)  1450x850mm Table with 2 Benches
(MILL1450MB2)

SETTING 9 (seats 4)  1450x850mm Table with 4 Chairs
(MILL1450CH4)

SETTING 8 (seats 8-10)  1500x1500mm Table with 4
Benches (MILL1515MB4)

SETTING 10 (seats 8)  2200x850mm Table with 2 Backless
Benches (MILL104BB2)



MIX & MATCH - Make up your own setting 

Crossed Leg Tables  2200x1000mm (MILL105)
Also available as 2200x850mm (MILL104) 

2200x1200mm (MILL106)
2200x1400mm (MILL107) 

1800x1000mm (MILL1800)
1450x850mm (MILL1450)

Patio Table  750x750mm (MILL750)

Square Tables 1500x1500mm (MILL1515) 
Also available as 1200x1200mm (MILL1212)

Benches with Backs  600mm (MILL600MB)
1100mm (MILL1100MB)
1450mm (MILL1450MB)

Arm Chair (MILLCH)

Square Leg Tables  
2200x850mm (MILL104SQ)

Also available as 
2200x1000mm (MILL105SQ)

Backless Benches 900mm (MILL900BB)
1100mm (MILL1100BB)
1450mm (MILL1450BB)
2200mm (MILL2200BB)

Coffee Table  1000x850mm (MILLCT)

MIllwood Outdoor Furniture is made from Australian Cypress, a beautiful timber, renowned for its rich
honey coloured grain.

Features include:
o Durability - Australian Cypress is rated as Class One durability (the highest possible) making it highly weather tolerant 

and well suited to the outdoors.
o White Ant resistance - one of the few timbers in the world that is naturally white ant resistant without needing to be 

treated with toxic chemicals
o Minimal shrinkage - Although Australian Cypress will like all timbers expand and contract according to the moisture 

content of its environment the natural shrinkage factor is very low 
o Made from trees grown in sustainably managed forests, under strict government controls
o Sturdy construction - all Millwood Outdoor Furniture is constructed in Australia to the very highest standards using 

only quality timber and parts.



NATURAL SHRINKAGE & EXPANSION

Timber continually takes up and gives off moisture to keep in balance
with its surroundings. This results in a process of natural shrinkage and
expansion. Australian Cypress has one of the lowest shrinkage rates of
any timber at a mere 2.5% ensuring your furniture is extremely stable. 

SUSTAINABLE HARVEST

The Australian Cypress used in Millwood Outdoor Furniture is milled
from timber grown in sustainably managed natural forests in NSW, based
upon a natural cycle of growth and re-growth. Strict controls ensure that
only selected trees are milled leaving the forest environment to maintain
a safe haven for flora and fauna.

CARE & MAINTENANCE

Millwood Outdoor Furniture is highly durable and wel
suited to outdoor environments. To maintain you setting,
a simple application of a light furniture oil once or twice
a year is all that is needed.
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